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Philadelphia Hebrew Public approved by School Reform Commission
New charter school in East Falls set to open to students August 26, 2019
Philadelphia, PA - In tonight’s meeting of the School Reform Commission (SRC), the majority
of members present voted to approve with conditions the charter of Philadelphia Hebrew Public
Charter School. Hebrew Public currently operates three nonprofit public charter schools in New
York and supports an affiliated network of schools across the country. At a time of persistent
racial and economic isolation in our nation’s schools, Hebrew Public is a leading network in the
emerging movement of “diverse-by-design” charter schools: schools that are intentionally
designed to be racially and economically diverse, and to help reduce patterns of racial and
economic isolation in America’s public schools.
“We have a national model of success that we are excited to bring to Philadelphia,” said
President and CEO Jon Rosenberg. “We are educating a cohort of global citizens through our
diverse student body and rigorous curriculum. Hebrew Public has seen these values across
Philadelphia which is echoed in out outpour of support. We have been working in a multitude of
neighborhoods and are looking forward to this vision becoming a reality next Fall.”
Philadelphia Hebrew Public Charter School’s mission is to inspire and prepare its diverse
student body for advanced studies through a rigorous K-8 curriculum, instruction in Modern
Hebrew, and the integration of global citizenship competencies. Ultimately, the school aims to
serve as a model of how meaningful integration in public schools can boost academic outcomes
and positively develop student skills and values. Students will emerge as highly educated,
globally aware, ethical citizens who are prepared with a foundation for success in high school,
college, the workplace, and society.
The application received extensive support from community organizations, potential partners,
politicians, preschool centers, and interested families including more pre-enrollment forms than
there are spots available in the opening year. The school will open in in August 2019 serving
156 students in grades K-1 in its inaugural year and expand to 702 students in grades K-8 by
2026-27.
For those looking for more information on the school and pre-enrollment are encouraged to visit
http://philadelphiahebrewpublic.org
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